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Abstract
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation (TAVI) has become the alternative treatment to high-risk patients
who are diagnosed with aortic stenosis (AS). Differently from the traditional surgical procedure, a small
variation on the prosthetic aortic valve deployment angle is expected with the TAVI procedure. The hemodynamics patterns of the blood flow, in the ascending aorta, are related to the development of many cardiovascular diseases. There are, however, few data available in the literature correlating the aortic valve tilt
angle to hemodynamics effects. In this work, a 3D printed aorta model made of a transparent silicon resin
was produced, based on the anatomy of a specific patient submitted to a TAVI procedure. The stereoscopic
particle image velocimetry technique was employed to measure three-component velocity fields at crosssectional planes, closely spaced by 1 mm, along the ascending aorta. Averaged, well-converged velocity
fields were determined for both the base case, with no valve tilt, and for 4 cases with an inclination of 8°
positioned at 0°, 90°, 180°and 270°, in relation to the inlet plane normal vector. The results have shown that
the hemodynamics in the ascending aorta is strongly affected by the aortic valve tilt angle.
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Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, around 31% of the total annual deaths in the world are related
to cardiovascular diseases (Mendis et al., 2011). Many of those are linked to some abnormal blood flow
(Gunning et al., 2014; Ha et al., 2016). In the group of valve diseases, aortic stenosis is the most frequent
problem, and a surgical procedure to replace the aortic valve by a prosthetic one, is usually necessary for
patients presenting a severe degree of this pathology. This traditional surgical procedure has, however, high
risk associated to it, not being recommended to elder or recurrent patients. In this context, transcatheter
aortic valve implantation (TAVI) was developed as an alternative treatment for these patients (Cribier et al.,
2002). Recent advances, however, are increasing the proportion of patients eligible for TAVI procedure
(Tamburino et al., 2015).
The TAVI procedure is usually performed through the femoral artery. The prosthetic valve is conducted
by a catheter until it reaches the aortic annulus, where it is opened and deployed. Differently from the
open-chest surgical procedure, where valve deployment is precise, there is not an accurate control on the
final positioning of the valve in the TAVI procedure. This can be both due to the nature of the procedure
itself or to the irregular form of leaflets resulting from calcification, where the prosthetic valve would be
deployed (Groves et al., 2014). Although it has been known from the literature that the final prosthetic valve
position affects the hemodynamic patterns of the blood flow in the ascending aorta (Gunning et al., 2014;
Trauzeddel et al., 2016), there are a small number of studies on how angular variations of the valve affect the
blood flow, while there are many reports in the literature indicating that abnormal hemodynamics features
can cause several diseases, such as aortic remodeling, aortic aneurysm and aortic dissection (Katritsis et al.,
2007; Frydrychowicz et al., 2009).
The main objective of this work is to experimentally study the influence of tilt angles on the velocity
fields downstream of the prosthetic valve, in the ascending aorta region. The experimental technique selected
was the stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV), capable of measuring all three-components of the
velocity vector in a plane. Measurements were performed using a silicone 3D aorta model fabricated based

on the anatomy of a specific patient previously submitted to a TAVI procedure. The experimental conditions
were chosen so as to represent the peak of the systolic cycle, considered the most critical condition.
In vivo studies of blood flow have gain considerable attention in the literature as a consequence of the
evolution of imaging techniques, such as transient 3D magnet resonance imaging, also known as 4D Flow,
and echo-PIV (Ha et al., 2016; Markl et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2004). Despite the relevance of in vivo studies,
the use of patient-specific models to study hemodynamic flow patterns is increasingly being utilized by
the research community. The main advantages of such laboratory studies is the proper control of the flow
variables, as well as the higher spatial and temporal resolution of the measurements, while maintaining a
high degree of fidelity to the patient’s flow geometry.
One of the first works to use PIV to study blood flows was done by Lim et al. (1994). The authors used
an acrylic pipe and performed measurements to characterize the blood flow in the region close to a prosthetic
valve. Vétel et al. (2008) used the stereoscopic PIV technique and a smooth axisymetric constriction in an
acrylic pipe, to study how a stenosis affects the downstream blood flow. The authors performed a sensitivity
analysis and concluded that the flow becomes highly intermittent for a certain critical Reynolds number
value. A significant advance in this area was made by Buchmann et al. (2011). In that work, the authors
used a model of the human carotid artery bifurcation and the tomographic PIV technique to measure threedimensional flow structures and wall shear stresses.
Groves et al. (2014) conducted a study of the effects of prosthetic valve positioning on the blood hemodynamics in the ascending aorta. Their motivation was the same as that of the present work, i.e., to study
how different valve positioning, in transcatheter procedures, affects the blood flow downstream of it. The
authors varied the axial placement of the valve and used the PIV technique to observe variations in the blood
flow. They concluded that there is a severe increase in the wall shear stress levels for axial valve displacements greater than 5 mm. Also, their study recommend that the bio-prosthetic valve should be placed as
close as possible to the native valve.
The 4D MRI technique was used by Ha et al. (2016) to study the relationship between helical flow in
the aorta and different aortic valve angles. Helical blood flow is closely associated to many pathological
conditions. The authors performed measurements with an intake angle of 15° and 30° oriented into the
four anatomical directions of the human body (right, left, anterior and posterior). They concluded that the
blood flow rotational direction and strength in the thoracic aorta varies with the aortic valve angle. They
also found that right-handed rotational flows are associated with higher velocities, mean kinetic energy and
turbulent kinetic energy, as compared to left-handed rotational flows. An aortic model with an inlet circular
hole of 10-mm diameter was used, matching the aortic flow area with the one of a patient with severe aortic
stenosis.
The first investigation of the effects of small tilt angles in the prosthetic aortic valve, on the blood flow in
the ascending aorta of a patient submitted to TAVI, was presented by Gomes et al. (2017). The authors used
an aortic model of a specific patient submitted to TAVI procedure. Measurements were performed using the
planar PIV technique, for 6 different inclination angles and the base case without tilt. The authors reported
several variations in the blood flow and an increase in the shear stress for the angles -4° and -2° oriented to
the right coronary, while the angles +3° and +5° oriented to the posterior vessel wall shown a pattern similar
to the physiological one. The volumetric flow rate used was 3.3 l/min, which is not the maximum value
observed during the systolic cycle.
The present work is a continuation of the research of Gomes et al. (2017). Here, however, the stereoscopic PIV technique was employed to calculate averaged three-component velocity fields at sectional planes
spaced by 1 mm, along the ascending aorta. The small distance between the planes allowed the reconstruction of the three-dimensional flow in the ascending aorta.
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2.1

Experiment
Aortic model

The flow measurements were performed using an 3D aortic model fabricated with a geometry that faithfully
reproduced the anatomy of a specific patient. The preparation of the model will now be briefly described.
A set of cross sectional images from a patient previously submitted to a TAVI procedure were obtained
by high-resolution tomography in the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format.
These images were fed into the Mimics software (Materialise, Belgium) where they were processed. In each
cross sectional image, the internal aortic section could be identified based on the pixel grey scale intensity, as
shown in figure 1(a). The high resolution in the vertical direction obtained from the processed tomography
images (0.7 mm between each image) allowed the three-dimensional reconstruction of the patient’s aorta, as

shown in figure 1(b). The final virtual 3D model included the left and right coronaries, left common carotid,
left subclavian arteries and brachiocephalic artery. Each vascular termination was slightly modified in the
virtual model by the addition of cylindrical structures that would be used later in the fabricated model as
connections for the hoses carrying the working fluid, as shown in figure 1(c). The geometry of the flow
region of interest for the study, however, remained unaltered.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 1: Aortic model manufacturing stages: (a) Processed transversal tomography image highlighting the
internal region of the patient’s aorta; (b) Three-dimensional aorta reconstruction; (c) Final virtual 3D model
showing the hydraulic connections included.
The virtual model developed was manufactured in actual scale by a 3D printer (Z-Corp ZPrinter 650).
The selected printing material was a water-soluble, plaster-based powder, coated with polyvinyl acetate
(PVAc) glue. Figure 2(a) shows the printed aortic model. The model was positioned inside an acrylic box
which was filled with Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer resin. This particular resin was select to match the
index of refraction of the working fluid, as will be mentioned shortly. Due to the high-viscosity of the
Sylgard 184, the box was kept inside a vacuum chamber and submitted to 10 intermittent vacuum cycles
of 15 minutes each, at -90 kPa). This procedure was employed to remove bubbles trapped inside the resin
during the curing process. Finally, after 48 hours of resin curing, the elastomer block was removed from
the acrylic box. Water was then used to dissolve the 3D-printed aorta model, thereby leaving a free and
transparent aortic passage, as shown in figure 2(b).
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Figure 2: (a) 3D printed aortic model made of plaster-based powder; (b) Final silicone aortic model.

2.2

Test section and experiment conditions

The aortic model was the main part of a closed hydraulic circuit, as shown in figure 3. A progressive cavity
pump was responsible to drive into the test section a mixture of 60% glycerine with water, in volume. This
mixture proportion presents a refractive index of approximately 1.417, matching the index of refraction of
the silicone model. A steady flow rate of 25 l/min, corresponding to a typical peak value of the ventricular

Figure 3: Schematic draw of the hydraulic circuit used, highlighting the aortic phantom connections.
systole (Ganong and Barrett, 2005) entered the aortic model through a cylindrical nozzle with a cross sectional area of 2 cm 2 , simulating a fully opened aortic prosthetic valve. The aortic model inlet, represented
in figure 3 by the number 1, was positioned downstream of a 1-m-long pipe, which for the Reynolds number
of 4370 employed in the experiment, was sufficient to ensure a hydrodynamic fully developed inlet turbulent
flow boundary condition. A specially manufactured connector was used to couple the inlet tube to the aorta
model. This connector allowed the setting of different tilt angles referenced to the four human body axis
(left, right, posterior and anterior). A schematic view of the connection between the aortic model and the
inlet pipe is shown in figures 4(a) and 4(b). In the present study results will be presented only for the 8° tilt
angle.
During the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle, the flow through the coronaries is negligible, so those
passages were both kept closed during the experiments. The flow through branches 2,3,4 and 5, in figure 3,
were adjusted according to the physiological proportion described in the literature (Alastruey et al., 2016).
Ball valves and turbine flow meters (Omega FTB 2003) were installed at these branches to allow for the
proper flow control.
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic view of the connection between the inlet pipe and the aortic model (b) Detail of the
pipe assembly to allow for setting of the 8° inlet tilt angle.

2.3

Stereoscopic PIV setup

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the setup employed for the stereoscopic PIV measurements. To minimize
optical distortions, the aortic model was positioned inside an acrylic rectangular box, filled with the same
mixture of water and glycerine used as the working fluid. The upper part of the box was kept open, and a
special designed silicone prism was positioned between the lenses of the cameras and the aortic model. A
pair of Phantom Miro M340 cameras were used to image the flow through the lateral faces of the silicon
prism. The cameras and the prism were attached to a fixed table, while the box containing the aortic model
was mounted over a translation stage and could be moved laterally in relation to the cameras and prism. The
horizontal base of the prism was immersed in the fluid filling the box, although it did not touch the aortic
model. A vertical light sheet produced by a Nd:YAG dual cavity Evergreen laser source, illuminated the
interior of the aortic model. The laser source was also attached to the fixed table, so that a lateral translation
of the box containing the aortic model allowed the measurement of the flow at different cross sections of the
aorta.
Both cameras were assembled on XYZ Manfrotto bases. LaVision Scheimpflug adaptors were used to
guarantee a specific angular displacement of 20° between 50 mm Nikon Micro Nikkor lenses and the sensor
of the camera (Scheimpflug’s condition). One spherical and one cylindrical lenses were used to generate
a laser plane with a thickness of 1.8 mm, as shown in figure 5(b). Both the laser and the cameras were
controlled by a 610036 synchronizer, from TSI. Potter Industries silver-coated glass microspheres particles,
with average diameter of 13µm and density of 1.6 kg/m3 , were used as seeding material. The flow entrance
pipe and the fluid pumping system employed are not indicated in figure 5.

(a)
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Figure 5: Schematic views of the stereo PIV assembly and test section (a) Front view (b) Side view.

2.4

Calibration Procedure

The calibration procedure required to the proper use of the SPIV technique was performed using a calibration target formed by a matrix of equally spaced points, positioned outside the aortic model, as shown in
figure 5(a). The target was immersed in the fluid contained in the box. The translation stage allowed the
positioning of the calibration target at the laser light sheet location. Three images of the calibration target
equally displaced of 0.5 mm in the vicinity of the laser light sheet, were acquired. This external calibration
procedure, reported by Wieneke (2005), is convenient to perform camera calibration in geometries offering
difficult access. It should be mentioned that the matching of the refractive index along all measurement positions, and the calibration target region, is a necessary condition to allow for a reliably use of a calibration
procedure performed outside of the measurement geometry.

2.5

Experimental procedure and image processing

A total of 5 different test cases were studied in the present work: the case where the aortic inflow was oriented towards the center line of the aortic annulus and the cases in which there was a tilt angle of 8°oriented
to the left, right, anterior and posterior axis of the human body reference system. For each case, images were
acquired at 62 transverse planes, spaced of 1 mm along the human vertical axis. All measurement planes
were situated in the ascending aorta region, and the first plane was distanced 12 mm from the aortic valve
central inlet point.
For each plane, 1500 image pairs, for each camera, were acquired at a frequency of 12 Hz, leading to
a total of 1500 velocity vector fields per plane. A sensitivity analysis revealed that this number was large
enough to yield converged values for the root-mean square of the fluctuating components of the velocity
vector.
All images were processed with the software Insight 4G, by TSI. First, small reflections at the wall, as
well as differences in illuminations along the image, were minimized by subtracting, from each image, the
average intensity at each pixel, calculated from the 1500 images for each plane. The pre-processed images
were then dewarped using a second-order polynomial. Cross-correlations were performed employing a multi
pass sub-pixel interpolation scheme with a final cross-correlation window of 32 x 32 pixels, which, with the
selected overlap of 50% led to a final grid resolution of 0.98 x 0.98 mm. The measured velocity fields
contained approximately 1250 vectors per plane.
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Results

The three-components of the averaged velocity fields at 6 different planes along the ascending aorta region,
are presented in figure 6. Isocontours indicate the axial component of the velocity vector (w), while arrows

Figure 6: Averaged velocity fields for 6 different positions along the ascending aorta region. Isocontours
correspond to the axial velocity w and velocity vectors indicate the in-plane components u and v.

indicate the in-plane components u and v. The velocity components are referenced to the human body
reference system indicated in the human figures included in figure 6. Planes 1 to 6 correspond to distances
of, respectively, 12, 27, 42, 52, 62 and 72 mm from the aortic valve central point in the inlet plane.
A qualitatively analysis of the flow in the first planes reveals a behaviour similar to that of a jet flowing
in an enclosed space. The flow is initially confined to a central region of the aorta cross section, while fluid
in the aortic perimeter remains nearly stagnant. High velocity gradients are, therefore, observed at the jet
boundary. The maximum measured magnitude of the velocity vector is close to 2.6 m/s, which is consistent
with several in vitro and in vivo investigations of the hemodynamic environment in the ascending aorta.
The approaching presence of the wall, at plane 3, seems to be responsible to the initiation of a secondary
in-plane motion, just upstream of the position where the jet impinges on the aortic model wall. This motions
seems to have the form of a helical flow, oriented clockwise close to the posterior aortic wall, and counterclockwise close to the anterior aortic wall. At plane 4, the jet had just impinged on the right wall of the aortic
model. The clockwise secondary motion forms a small region of strong recirculation close to the posterior
aortic wall, while the counter-clockwise motion occupies the largest part of the transverse section of the
aorta. The axial component of the velocity vector is confined to a region close to the aorta right wall. This
flow pattern increases in intensity at plane 5, while finally, at plane 6, the secondary motion is dominated by
a large counter-clockwise recirculating region.
Given the small distance of 1 mm between each measurement plane, the three-dimensional structure of
the flow could be reconstructed, as shown in figure 7. The streamlines clearly show the high complexity of
the flow structure, with recirculating regions along multiple directions. The strong clockwise recirculation
at planes 4, 5 and 6 of figure 6 can be clearly seen, as well as the counter-clockwise motions, which occupies
the largest part of the aortic transverse section.

Figure 7: Reconstruction of flow streamlines for the base case (valve tilt = 0°). Transverse planes represent
the magnitude of the velocity vector.
The influence of an 8° tilt angle in the aortic valve orientation on the flow pattern along the ascending
aorta region, is shown in figure 8. The differences on the flow pattern from all cases to the base case are

clearly seen, even for the small valve inclinations studied.

Figure 8: Effect of an 8° tilt angle in the inlet flow, on the flow pattern in the ascending aorta region.
A variation in the inlet angle of the flow changes the position where the jet impinges on the aortic wall.
When the flow is oriented 8° to the right, the impingement point occurs closer to the aortic valve, when
compared to the base case. On the other hand, when the orientation is 8° to the left, there is a centralization

of the jet, and the impingement point occurs farther downstream.
Given the fact that the secondary flow seems to be formed due to the presence of the aortic wall, it is
expected that this flow pattern should be influenced by the flow inlet angle. In fact, one can clearly see that
the helical counter-clockwise flow decreases in intensity when the orientation is to the left, and increases
when it is oriented to the right and to the pipe wall at the posterior direction. In this last orientation, the
clockwise motion practically does not exist. When the flow is oriented to the anterior pipe wall, however,
there seems to be an increase in the intensity of the clockwise helical flow at the posterior region of the
aortic phantom, while counter-clockwise flow continues to exist at the anterior region.
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Conclusion

The stereoscopic PIV technique was employed to investigate the influence of the aortic valve tilt angle on
the flow pattern in the ascending aorta. Results have shown that the position into which the jet-like flow
impinges on the aortic wall is highly sensitive to the inlet flow angle, modifying the hemodynamical pattern
of the flow in the ascending aorta region. Helical flow patterns can be established and intensified depending
on the inlet conditions.
The data presented here can be used to better understand the prognostic of aortic diseases on patients
submitted to TAVI. A more refined study can even serve as a guidance to the surgeon, to avoid certain valve
inclinations, during the valve installation.
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